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Integratedopticaldevicestorphomnics_cnmfion sys_rns

G. Irk:Wright,D. l.Maw, Iri. Lowry, and W. T'mdall

Lawrence LivermoreNmional Laboratory,
P.O. Box 808, Mail Stop L-156, Livermore, CA 94550

We discuss the de,sign, fabrication,and evaluation of high speed integratedoptical devices forapplication to
photonics insmunentation systems. SpecificaUy, we have _monswaxed integrated optical devices with bandwidths in
excess of 25 GHz and implemented these devices in single.shot, streakcamera based recording schemes.

I. IN'IlRODUCTIO_

Integratedoptical devices have reacheda high level of technological maturityand arerapidlyfinding application in a
number of diffenmt optical systems (1). While _.optic based telecommunication systems have been the driving
force behind much of the early work done in integratedoptical device re_mch, the devices arealso 5ridingapplicmion
in many other types of systems. Our interest in integratedoptics stems from a need todevelop ve_'yhigh speed data
acquisition systems; indeed, integratedoptics is the preferredtechnology for transmittinghigh density, high speechand
high fidelity information(2). Hem'e,we describe the design, fabrication, and_valuation of high speed integrated optical
devices for application to single-shot, photonics instrumentationsystems.

Specifically, we have been developing high speed integratedoptical diagnostic systems which can be used to
_t an analog signal from a remote radiationsensor (Fig. 1). Many conventional diagnostic systems use electrical
cables. Electrical cable is lossy and dispersive, so oer electrical cable based systems, which frequendy use electrical
cables of hundreds of meters in length, are generally not satisfactory for_itting temporal information below 1ns.
Furthermore,electrical cables are very susceptible to interference from ionizing radiation, which is present in many of'
the cnvircnm_ts where ourdiagnostic signals are present.
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Fig. 1. I-ligh-stx_ integrated optical diagnostic system.
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Both of these problems with electric_!-cable based _on systems can be circumvented with an integrated optical
based diagnostic systena. As shown in Fig. 1, the integrated optical based sytem uses optical fibers, in addition to
several othea-components: a laser diode, an integrated optical external modulate, a radiation sensor which serves as an
electrical driver for the modulator, anda streak camera recording system, We have focused specifically on photonics
instrumentation s3_stemswhich use sneak camera recording systems, because streak cameras are capable of high-speed
(< 20 ps), single-shot operation. However, the photocathode in the streak camera is not sensitive in the popular
1.3-)maregion of the electromagnetic spectrum; thus, this streak camera based system operates at a wavelength of
0.8-lain. The focus of this paper is the integrated optical modulator. Specifically, we describe device design,
fabrication, and evaluation, and a.r:,._discuss implementation of these devices in photonics instrumentation systems.

2. DEVICE FABRICATION

For our integraxed optical diagnostic system, we chose to focus on one particular type of integrated optical
modulator, the Mach-zehnder, because this design offers high bandwidth, environmet_.talrobusmess, and ease of
fabrication. The Mach-Zehnder is an electro-opticaUy tunable interferometer, lt is fcr,'medby photolithographic
techniques similar to those used in semiconductor chip manufacture. First, optical waveguides are defined in the
lithium niobate electroopticcrystalby the in-diffusion of titanium, then gold electrodes are deposited on the
waveguides. The structure is designed so that the light splits at the input Y-branch into two beams that propagate
independently for a few millimeters and then recombine at the output Y-branch. If no electric field is applied, the
beams arrive at the output Y-branch in phase and recombine without loss. However, appLicationof an electric field
introduces a path length difference between the two beams so that the combined beam does not propagate efficiently.
X-cut' y-propagating lithium niobate is used for our Mach-Zehnder fabrication. In order to achieve high bandwidths,
traveling wave electrodes are used, and the crystal thickness is 375 I.un.The titanium width before diffusion is 3.3 _xn,
and the thickness is 4,$0 _ Diffusion is performed in a wet oxygen environment at 980 C for 6.5 hours.
Subsequently,a 2000 A silicondic_.idelayer is depositexlon the lithium mobatein order toreducetheoptical insertion
lossof thestructure,the lithium niobateend-facesareopticallypolished,andgoldelectrodesareelectmplatedtoa
thicknessof approximately4 I.tm. The elecm:_I¢width is 19 I.tm,andthegap is 6 pm, thusyielding a characteristic
impedanceof approximately23 ohms.The electrodelength is 3 mm.
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Fig. 2. Schematicrepresentationof Mach-Zehndermodulator.

Polarization preserving optical fibers are then attached using UV curing optical epoxy, and the device is packaged. As
shown in Fig. 3, the optical fibers are strain-relieved in lithium niobate blocks which are crystallographically matched

to the orientation of the lithium niobate substrate (x-cut, y-propagating). This design ensures an environmentally
robust' thermally stable package. Typical insertion losses are in the range 3 - 5 dB. Furthermore, preliminary

llw

temperaturecyclingstudiesindicatethattheopticalinsertionlossvariesby |esstb._'_IdB overthetemperaturerange
-40to+80C.TheelectricalinputisaWiltronK-connector,whichissolderedtothegoldelectrodeusingindium
solder.Inaddition,thetravelingwaveelectrodeisterminatedinitscharacteristicimpedance(23ohms)withahigh
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quality, mk:rowave chip resisux. This cormoctionis also made with indium solder to insure good microwave
characteristics. Elecmx_ptic measurements aredescribed in detail in the next section.
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, Fig. 3. Pictureof packaged Mach-zehnder.

3. ELECTROOI:q_C EVALUATION

The ck:switching characteristicsof the Mach-Zehnderarcmeasured by over-drivingthe Mach-Zehnder with a
triangularwave voltage pulse and monitoring the resulting intensity modulated light signal on a photodetector (3). If
the u'iangularwave voltage pulse has sufficient amplitude, the modulator is driven throughseveral oscillatory cycles.
Consequently, the dc switching voltage can be de_rminecL Fig. 4 shows a typical dc switching voltage measurement;
in this case, a 20 volt u_agular wave voltage pulse is applied to the modulator andthe resulting modulated optical
output (the noise on the modulated optical output is the result of vibrations in our optical sysmm). Thus, the dc
switching voltage is I0 volts.

• Fig. 4. DC switchingvoltagemeasurementfor Mach-Zehndermodulawr.

• The frequency response of the modulatorwas measured using the so-called "swept-frequency" technique (4). This
technique is in general use in the optoelectronic community, and yields an accumm representation of the electrooptical
charact(msticsof the device without the need fora high f_,qaex.cy detection system. In this technique a high frequency
modulating signal (0.01-26 GHz) is square wave modulal_ by a low frequency (5 kHz) signal. The amplitude

=
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modulated microwave signal is then applied to the modulator,and the envelope of the modulated optical output is
detected with a low speed photodetector and lock-in amplifiez. The variation in the amplitude of the envelope with
frequencyyields the fi'equencyresIxmse of the modulator. Frequency response measurementsfora typical device are
shown in Fig. 5 and indicate a useful frequency response in excess of 25 GHz.
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Fig.5.Fngluencyresponseofthe modulator.

4. SYSTEM CHARACTERIZATION

Next, we useda sneakcamerarecordingsystemto characterizetheresponseof the modulatorin the time domain.
TheexperimemtalsetupissimilartothearrangementshowninFig.I,exceptthatthemodulatorwasdrivenwitha
single, analog voltage pulse from a voltage pulser, rather than a radiation detector. The light source was a Sharp laser
diode which operates at a wavelength of 830 run. The laser is pigtailed with single mode, polar_,zadonpreserving fiber,
which hasbeenslantpolishedto minimize back-reflectionsinto the lasercavity. To circumventphotomfractive
damage in the lithium mobate crystal., the laser was pulsed on with appmximat.ely 5 millisecond long elecmcal pulses,
thus yielding a peak power out of the pigtail of approximately 17.6 mw. The modulator was DC-biased to its linear
operating region with -6.5 volts, and driven with a 4.2-volt, Gaussian shaped electrical pulse (F'WHM 75 psec) froma
Picosecond Laboratories Pulser. Our streak camera is a Thomson mocWlTSN 506 with a Photometrics CCD readout

and a time response of approximely 20 ps. The CCD chip has 388 x 576 pixel_, is thermoelectrically cooled, and has
a 14-bit analog-to-digital conversion. The streak camera had two fiber inputs: one channel from the modulator, and a
second channel from a light pulse train (a comb generator) for timing. For our measurements, a weighted 7-poiat
column average of the optical streak was performed in the direction perpendicular to the time axis.

A streak camera trace of the modulated optical carrieris shown in Fig. 6. For reference, an oscilloscope trace of the
voltage drive pulse is superimposed on the same plot. As indicated in Fig. 6, the modulata,d optical carrier has a
FWHM of approximately 75 ps; thus, there appears to be litde temporal broadening of the modulated optical carrier.
In addition, the modulamd optical carrier faithfully reproduces the electrical drive signal, conftrming that the modulator
is operating in its linear region. We note that it is generaUy not accurate to use deconvolution by sum-of-the-squares
to extract the impulse response of the modulator when it is driven by finite width pulses (5). However, these temporal
resultsdotendtoconfu'mtheexcellenthighf.req_Jencycharactemucsofthemodulatorasmeasuredwiththe
swept-f:requencytechnique,.
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Fig. 6. Streak camera tra_ of modulale,d opl/cal C_. An OsciUoscopc trace of the voltage drive pulse is shown for
' reference.

5_CONCLUSION$

We have demonstrated an integrated optical based insln_nentation syste.m for the mcasm-ement of high speed, single
analog voltage l_nsicnt signals. The system uses a lasm' diode, a high speed Mach-Zehnder modulator, and a streak
camera recording system. The modulator, il._If, exhibits low switching voltage (< I0 volts), low optical insertion
loss (< 3 dB), and high bandwidth (25 GHz). The complel_ system has a < 50 ps time response, good fidelity, and

• large dynamic range, and should condnt_ to play a useful role in the collection and analysis of high speed transient
signals.
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